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Collection Scope and Content Summary
The Office of Information Technology (OIT) is responsible for supporting the IT needs of University of California, Irvine faculty, students, and staff. Their mission is to provide information technology leadership, services, and innovative solutions to promote the research, education, and community service goals of the University. Materials include bulletins and newsletters created by OIT, user and resource guides, handbooks, directories, reports, advertisements about course offerings, task force documentation, and proposals for a telecommunications network.
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Box 1 1969-2011

Series Scope and Content Summary
This box contains Senate external review (1985-1986); VMS user guide (1988); UCI Mail electronic mail directory (1986); Academic Computing Resource Guide; Profiles on Academic Computing (1979); Some notes about facility use (SNAFU): A guide to the Sigma 7 at UCI 3rd edition (1972); UCI report on the systemwide task force on academic computing (1977); UCI Sigma-7 user handbook (1981); UCI campus-wide computing plan draft and final (1977); computing plan update (1979); PDP-11 Primer (1979); DECsystem-10 user handbook (1981 and 1983); bulletins and some other publications (1974-1997); Academic IT unit workgroup (2010-2011); service brochure (1978-2005); CP6 user guide (1984); course offerings (circa 1981-2007); consultant's reference manual (1993-1998); OAC-NACS newsletters (1986-2007).
Box 2 1969-2011

Series Scope and Content Summary